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The only series of step-by-step guides to succeeding in the skilled trades and achieving the

American dream. At Your Best as a Mason is your playbook for learning if a career as a mason

is right for you, progressing from pre-apprentice to journeyman to master mason, and

launching your own small business. Learn:What does a career as a mason look like?Why

should you consider becoming a mason?How do you become a successful craftsman as a

mason?How much can you make as a mason?What are your career options once you become

a mason?How long does it take to be successful at each stage in a mason's career?How and

where do you find work as a mason?What does it take to strike out on your own?What does it

take to launch and build a successful small business?At Your Best is the only step-by-step

handbook to finding if a career in the trades is right for you, educating yourself and earning the

proper certifications, establishing yourself as an excellent apprentice and journeyman in the

industry, and moving on to start your own small business in the trades. At each step of the way,

your At Your Best playbook provides the information, recommendations, outside resources,

and concrete actions needed for taking the next successful step in You, Inc. Whether you are

beginning your first career, changing careers, or ready to move up and start your own business

as a carpenter, plumber, HVAC/R tech, or other tradesman, this is the book that will tell you

how.There are currently over 6.5 million unfilled jobs in the skilled trades in the US. Despite

being well-paying and secure, these jobs remain open because enough qualified candidates

with the skills, attitude, and experience required do not exist. Moreover, plenty of opportunity

exists for established tradespeople to start their own business, but they have no guidance. The

At Your Best Playbooks series changes that.
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AMERICAN DREAM IS ALIVE AND WELLMy parents brought our family to the United States

from Argentina in 1963 in search of the American Dream. With hard work and perseverance,

my parents provided my four sisters, my two brothers and me the building blocks on which to

pursue and realize our own dreams. The most remarkable thing about my family’s American

Dream story is how unremarkable and commonplace our story really is. Tens of millions of

examples of our story exist among native-born and immigrant Americans—past and present—

who rose beyond their original circumstances to build a fruitful life for themselves and their

families.There is no other country on Earth—other than the United States of America—where

an individual or family can start with nothing and expect solid, good odds that they will realize

their own version of the American Dream—as long as they work hard, get an education, learn

the skills that are in demand and persevere in their pursuits.The definition of “American Dream”

can mean many things to people but it usually comes down to: Personal Freedom

Opportunity of Choices Building a Better Future for Yourself and Your Family Achieving Your

Goals and DreamsI truly believe that the American Dream is still very much alive and going

strong. However, I also believe that most people may not know how to put together a plan and

then execute it to get themselves on the path to fulfilling their own American Dream. They also

may not know that the Skilled Trades offer a wide array of tremendous opportunities. One of

the tried and true paths to attaining one’s Dream is by pursuing a career in one of the Skilled

Trades, as my father did.I am convinced that if given a realistic plan that clearly lays out what it

takes to build a successful career in one of the Skilled Trades, along with how to build a

successful small business in that trade, people will act. With such a plan, an individual will have

a starting point, along with a breakdown of additional resources and the milestones to shoot for

to get from Point A to Point B, and so on until they reach their goal. That is why I wrote this and

the other books in the At Your Best Playbook series and launched the website.I absolutely

believe that you are At Your Best when you have a game plan. Let At Your Best be the

foundation for your own personal plan, your starting point and your path to your American



Dream.INTRODUCTIONTHE SKILLED TRADES AND THE AMERICAN DREAMToday, there

are over 6.5 million unfilled yet well-paying and fulfilling positions in the United States in the

Skilled Trades. These positions remain unfilled—not because there aren’t enough people

available and interested in having a secure, well-paying job, but because there are not enough

people with the skills, attitude, and experience required for these positions. This is what is

called The Skills Gap: the difference between the available jobs requiring specific skills and the

available people with those skills to do those jobs.Over the last decades, a misguided view has

taken hold in our society that minimizes the importance and opportunity represented by

careers in the Skilled Trades. Despite reality, a career in the Skilled Trades has come to be

seen as a sort of “consolation prize” as compared to a career of sitting behind a desk with a

four-year college degree. The time has never been more right to do away with this

shortsighted, highly detrimental perspective and get back to appreciating the fact that the

Skilled Trades are the foundational building blocks of our country’s quality of life.The Skills Gap

is at its widest ever and, unfortunately, it is expected to continue widening in the future. Be

assured that we will all feel the growing impact of this Skills Gap. However, for you, this is an

enormous and potentially life-changing opportunity. Whether the US economy is growing or

stalling or contracting, your personal economic picture will always be better, relatively

speaking, as long as you have a set of skills and experience that are in demand in your local

marketplace and throughout the country.The Skills Gap is real. The lack of good people

building long-term, fulfilling and well-paying careers is real. In a matter of a few months during

2017–2018, the US economy went from a state of high unemployment levels to one that public

officials and the media call “full employment” levels. Still, there remain tens of millions of people

who are unemployed or underemployed, while The Skills Gap continues to widen. Those still

on the sidelines or in jobs that do not utilize their potential have an opportunity that is real. The

opportunity for you to future-proof your life and that of your family’s by entering the Skilled

Trades is real. The opportunity for you to earn a secure, comfortable, middle-class income for

the rest of your career is very real.The objective of this At Your Best (AYB) Playbook is to

provide you with a high-level, play-by-play approach to enable you to take advantage of what

that Skills Gap can mean to you—a path to securing one of those well-paying and rewarding

positions in the Skilled Trades. This AYB Playbook is intended to provide you the most

comprehensive resource available to help you through each step of building your career and

launching a small business as a mason. Throughout it, you will be directed to other important

resources that can provide you immediately actionable information to learn even more about a

critical topic. My hope is that this AYB Playbook will become your plan of action for building and

securing your American Dream so that you can be At Your Best.“KITCHEN TABLE” MOMENTS

& AT YOUR BESTThink of a “Kitchen Table Moment” as a time-out session that you take to

think through and lay out your next set of plays or to rethink some portion of your game plan.

You are reading this book because you or someone important to you is considering a job or a

career in one of the Skilled Trades. You may be sitting at your kitchen table, alone or with

someone important to you, trying to think through what the right steps are to take to ensure

that you will be successful. Unless you have a family member or friend, who has “been there,

done that,” to coach you and open doors, you are on your own during this and your future

kitchen table moments.The AYB Playbook series is intended to change that. Each Playbook is

designed to first lay out a high-level, play-by-play approach to walk you through stages of

building a successful career in one of the Skilled Trades. It is written to address both the needs

and circumstances of someone who is starting to consider entering the Skilled Trades as well

as someone who is looking to get their career on a more solid, positive track. Then, AYB



Playbooks present a process for launching and building a successful, small business in the

Skilled Trades.Obviously, every Kitchen Table Moment will vary for each person and their

specific circumstances. However, no matter who you are and what your circumstances may be

along the way, you will have questions about what to do next and whether it makes sense for

you to take that step. AYB Playbooks are designed to help guide you through these Kitchen

Table Moments so that you can consider the right questions and issues AND you can hold

yourself accountable to maximize your opportunity for success.AT YOUR BEST AS A

MASONA successful career in the Skilled Trades is a tried and true, proven platform from

which to launch a successful and lucrative small business. A career as a mason is one of the

most versatile of the Skilled Trades, giving you the skills, hands-on experience and

understanding of how buildings and other structures are built and supported to meet our needs

and provide us all with the quality of life we enjoy.As long as society uses bricks, concrete

blocks or stones to build foundations, walls, floors, fireplaces, chimneys, walkways or any other

masonry structure, there will be a demand for masons. As long as we need these structures to

be installed, maintained, modified or repaired, a skilled mason will always be able to find

work.This AYB Playbook presents what it takes to build a great career as a mason and how to

use that experience to launch a successful and lucrative small business. This AYB Playbook

will work to answer the following questions:1. What does a career as a mason look like?2.

Why should you consider becoming a mason?3. How do you become a successful Craftsman

as a mason?4. How much can you make as a mason?5. What are your career options once

you become a mason?6. How long does it take to be successful at each stage in a mason’s

career?7. How and where do you find work as a mason?8. What are the specific, concrete

actions you can take to become a highly valued employee?9. What does it take to strike out

on your own? And10. What—at minimum—does it take to launch and build a successful small

business?Before we get into answering these questions, we need to cover some foundational

concepts about being At Your Best. This AYB Playbook is divided into three parts: Part 1

presents the At Your Best fundamentals—rules of the game—that will be at play throughout

this AYB Playbook Part 2 provides you a game plan with the steps, process and some

concrete actions to take consistently in order to build a successful career as a mason Part 3

provides you a game plan for launching and building a successful small business as a

masonABOUT THE AUTHOROn the face of it, you might ask yourself, “What does a guy with

an MBA from University of Michigan in finance and marketing, who spent nearly thirty years

helping technology startups and turnarounds drive the sales, business development and

marketing efforts, know about the Skilled Trades?” Well, I also manage our family real estate

investment business and have renovated multiple properties in Seattle, New York City, St.

Louis, Atlanta, Kansas and Michigan, which afforded me the opportunity to get to know and

work with many skilled tradespeople and contractors across the US.The inspiration for this At

Your Best Playbook series came in part from the many discussions I had with these small

business owners. Irrespective of where in the US, they all spoke of the lack of qualified

tradespeople that limited their ability to grow their businesses. The thing is that, as I started to

grasp the real-world, detrimental consequences of what this nationwide shortage really means

to all of us, it became a kind of mission for me to talk to anyone even remotely connected to

any of the Skilled Trades. Once I started to factor in the very real, human impact that reversing

this situation could have on individuals and their families—folks like veterans and people who

are unemployed or underemployed—At Your Best became my 24/7 passion.PART 1:At Your

Best Fundamentals: The Rules of the GameAs you read this AYB Playbook, you will want to

keep a number of foundational concepts in mind to provide context for what we will be



discussing. Part 1 specifically lays out the AYB Fundamentals, so you can refer to them as you

progress through this AYB Playbook.This section will describe: How this AYB Playbook and

the website together are designed to provide you the action plan and tools to be successful at

each stage in your career and in your small business• The sources and methods used to

create the content you will find in this AYB Playbook Who the AYB Playbook series was

created to help and how they can use AYB Playbooks to build a successful career and launch

a thriving small business Some basic truths about taking on an At Your Best mindset• It all

begins with You, Inc.• 3P+A = People, Performance, Professionalism and AttitudeCHAPTER

1AYB Playbooks &YOU ARE AT YOUR BESTwhen you have the right tools for the job.AYB

PLAYBOOKS &AYB Playbooks and the At Your Best website are designed to work together to

give you access to the broadest set of resources you may need as you build your career and

business. The AYB Playbooks are kept short and concise to make them easy to read and keep

close by for easy, quick reference. The site is designed to include all the additional resources

and tools to help you become successful.AYB Playbooks are intended to present you with a

clear, direct path to reach key stages in a career in a specific Skilled Trade. The path is laid out

as a set of milestones and checklists that you can use to hold yourself accountable, like a

game plan. However, AYB Playbooks are specifically designed to be concise versus all-

encompassing. You will be given easy-to-use starting points so that you can move to the next

to-do or milestone.Bottom line: This AYB Playbook is intended to provide you a pathway to

follow, with the important waypoints along the way, to a successful career in the Skilled Trades.

This AYB Playbook will present: What to consider when thinking about starting your career in

the Skilled Trades How and where to get the training you need to start your career What

steps you need to take to build a successful career How to capitalize on the skills and

experience you build during your career to launch a successful small business Which critical

success factors you need to focus on to maximize your potential for success as a small

business in the Skilled TradesThe various career and business planning tools and worksheets

described in this AYB Playbook are available on our website in the AYB Quick Tools section.

The inventory of AYB Quick Tools will grow well beyond those described in the AYB Playbook,

as readers and website visitors request additional tools. So, please visit our website regularly. If

you cannot find what you need or would like, let us know and we will try to create it and make it

available for everyone.“A look beyond the horizon” is how one of the AYB Subject Matter

Experts described what he wished that he could have had while he was building his career and

his very successful general contracting business. That is what I hope to offer you with the AYB

Playbooks and our website—to give you a view of what you will likely need or encounter if you

pursue a particular course of action, so you can a make better decision before you get

there.The content in AYB Playbooks is supplemented with additional content and resources

and access to the AYB community of other readers and subject matter experts via the AYB

website. The objective is that as more readers visit our website and provide their comments,

questions and interests, the site will continually improve to serve our readers.“Subject Matter

Expert?”—Not really. I am just a guy who loved what I did: building homes to the best of my

ability with a great team of craftsmen who stuck with me because I stuck with them. Our

customers kept coming back because we were always fair and honest with the good and the

ugly.—JEFF M., RETIRED CONTRACTOR, ST. LOUISAT YOUR BEST WITH SUBJECT

MATTER EXPERTSThe content in AYB Playbooks will provide you insights from an array of

real-world, Subject Matter Experts (SME). Each SME was selected because of their success in

their respective expertise.SMEs were consulted at each stage of developing the At Your Best

Playbook series. Collectively, their role, as presented through their quotes and words of



wisdom, is to provide you a “look beyond the horizon.” As they say, “to be forewarned is to be

forearmed.” The objective of AYB Playbooks is to help to minimize the unknowns ahead as you

consider a career in the skilled trades.To a person, SMEs stress that there is no shortcut or

work-around for the time, good attitude, hard work and perseverance needed to acquire the

education, skills and experience to become successful as a Craftsman in the skilled trades.

Every SME is just as adamant that if you are prepared to put in the time and do the hard work

to become a true Craftsman, you will find yourself with little competition and much success in

your choice of jobs in your chosen Skilled Trade.To review a few of the SME interviews

conducted for developing the AYB Playbook series, go to and click on “AYB Quick Tools.” You

will find a link to “Getting Your Head Straight.” The comments provided by the SMEs are

presented under: “SME Insights.” Highlights of each SME interview is presented in bullet form

for easy reference with a link to a longer, downloadable version with the rest of the SME

insights. SMEs have “been there, done that” and each of them happily volunteered their views

hoping to help you on your journey to become a Craftsman.SOURCES, METHODS AND

CREDIBILITYAn overriding objective of the AYB Playbook series and our website——is to

present you with a logical and easy-to-follow plan of action drawn from current, credible

sources.A wide variety of sources were used to create the AYB Playbooks and AYB website.

The content associated with Part 2 of this AYB Playbook, which relates to building your career,

was drawn from the following sources: Interviews with Subject Matter Experts• Successful

players in the Skilled Trades—current & retired Occupational Outlook Handbook, 2016–2017,

US Dept. of Labor , US Dept. of Labor O*NET Online, US Dept. of Labor WOIS Career

Information System• A nonprofit organization dedicated to compiling and publishing career

dataAlso, toward the end of Part 2, Chapter 7 presents several important, concrete actions that

you can take consistently throughout your career to become a highly valued employee in every

position you will hold in the future. I will be recommending that you continue learning more

about these “concrete actions” by directing you to specific sections in an excellent book

called: How to Be the Employee Your Company Can’t Live Without: 18 Ways to Become

Indispensable by Glenn ShepardThe content presented in Part 3—covering launching and

building your small business—was largely developed in response to the guidance and key

issues raised during my interviews with AYB’s Subject Matter Experts. At a high level, this

section covers a number of critical topics.These critical topics areas include: What to consider

when starting a small business What you must do to operate a successful small

business High impact, low cost marketing strategies to attract customers Competitive

advantage through excellent customer service Leadership and management of small teamsTo

provide a comprehensive treatment of these critical topics, while keeping the length of this AYB

Playbook to something reasonable, I chose several books to help provide you what you need

to know. Although there are an almost unlimited number of books and resources out there that

do a great job of addressing each of the topics above, I chose and referenced one book for

each of the critical topics. In my opinion, each of these authors speak directly to what it takes to

be At Your Best.The books I selected are: Small Time Operator, 13th edition by Bernard

Kamoroff The Art of the Start by Guy Kawasaki Guerrilla Marketing Remix, by Jay Conrad

Levison & Jeannie Levinson Raving Fans: A Revolutionary Approach to Customer Service by

Ken Blanchard & Sheldon Bowles Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead and Win

by Jocko Willink & Leif BabinWhenever we discuss a critical topic that draws on the books

noted above, I will provide you an easy-to-use approach to finding further important information

on that particular subject through the use of an AYB Assist which we will explain later. For now,

an AYB Assist will give you the specific location in one or more of these books where you can



go and learn more about a specific subject. Please note that I strongly encourage you to

purchase your own copies of these six excellent books to use to gain a greater understanding

of critical concepts presented in this AYB Playbook.LOCAL AND ACTIONABLEAt Your Best is

committed to providing you with the information that you will need to make decisions during

your Kitchen Table Moments. Just as importantly, the information that you find in AYB

Playbooks will be immediately actionable and available in your local community. In other words,

no matter where you live or want to live in the US, AYB Playbooks can help you walk through

each next step of your career in the Skilled Trades.CHAPTER 1 REPLAYAYB Playbooks

&» AYB Playbooks and the AYB website provide you a pathway for launching a successful

career and small business in the Skilled Trades by laying out the critical success factors for you

to consider and the steps to follow to achieve success» AYB Playbooks and website provide

actionable information that is immediately usable wherever you may live in the US, drawing on

the insights of key reference sources, numerous Subject Matter Experts who have “been there,

done that,” and six great booksCHAPTER 2AYB Playbooks Are for You, If …YOU ARE AT

YOUR BESTwhen you know you are on the right path.I can say the willingness to get dirty has

always defined us as a nation, and it’s a hallmark of hard work and a hallmark of fun, and dirt

is not the enemy.—MIKE ROWE, TV PERSONALITY AND SKILLED TRADES

ADVOCATEWHO THIS AYB PLAYBOOK IS FOR …All over this country, there are millions of

people who are unemployed for whatever reason. Many others are underemployed doing a job

that is not what they want or that pays them less than what they need. A large majority of these

folks are prepared to put in the work and effort to learn the skills to secure their future. So

many would gladly pursue a new career in the Skilled Trades. However, due to many reasons,

they just don’t know how to take the first step(s), and then the next and so on.At Your Best

Playbooks are intended for: The Newcomers—Those who are entering the workforce for the

first time The Veterans—Those who are entering the civilian workforce after military

service The Restarters—Those who are looking to change or reestablish career paths The

Upgraders—Those who are already in a Skilled Trade but want to take their career to the next

level or who are entrepreneurs in that Skilled Trade wanting to drive their businesses to greater

heightsThe NewcomersAnyone entering the workforce for the first time should consider the

Skilled Trades as a viable and potentially lucrative career. Whether you are about to graduate

from high school, or college, or a person in an unskilled, minimum wage, “dead-end” job, one of

the Skilled Trades could offer you a great career. Take a moment to imagine entering a career

that, right from the start, pays you a reliable, living wage, where your income increases in direct

relationship to the experience and skills that you acquire. Imagine earning a solid, middle-class

income in the time it takes to attend a four-year university—without all the college debt!AYB

Playbooks are intended to help you consider whether a career in one of the Skilled Trades is

right for you. Each AYB Playbook walks you through a logical process so that you can

understand what it takes to be successful and how to get there in a particular Skilled Trade.

Just as importantly, each AYB Playbook is designed as a minimum set of steps and milestones

you will need to take to realize that success.If you are a Newcomer: Use this AYB Playbook to

help guide yourself through the important decisions and the key milestones that you will face

during your career in the Skilled Trades.The VeteransMilitary Veterans are among this

country’s most valuable human assets. If you are a vet, the experience and maturity you gained

as a member of the US Armed Forces make you a tremendous, and sometimes untapped,

resource for our economy. Given what you have done for our country, the rest of us simply

cannot do enough to repay your contribution and sacrifice to protect our way of life. AYB

Playbooks are intended to help you and other Veterans hit the ground running with an



actionable plan on how to build a successful career in the Skilled Trades.If you are a Veteran:

Use this AYB Playbook to help you transition to a successful career as a civilian. Your past

training and experience will allow you to jump forward into a new career and this Playbook will

point out additional resources available to you.The RestartersEvery day, it seems, we read or

watch stories of folks who have been let go from a job that they have been doing for years with

a company that either reduced its workforce through automation, sent its manufacturing

overseas, or went out of business altogether. With all the economic turmoil of the recent past,

so many of our fellow citizens are currently either unemployed (looking for a new job/career) or

underemployed (working jobs that pay much less and that hardly draws on their accumulated

skills and abilities). Throughout our country, we also have folks who have made mistakes in

their past and are now looking to regain their footing in society by building new futures that can

make meaningful contributions to their communities and families. AYB Playbooks are designed

to help Restarters jump-start your pursuit of a new career in the Skilled Trades.If you are a

Restarter: Use this Playbook to help you transition into your new career by showing you where

you can jump in depending your past training and experience.The UpgradersEven if you are

currently working in the Skilled Trades, you may have been stuck in a role that limits your

aspirations for whatever reason. Sometimes, when you are too focused on doing the job at

hand and earning a paycheck so you can pay the bills, it seems like you don’t have time to

come up for air. This can happen to any of us, even though we may know better and we know

that we should be planning for the future. It may be that you have the skills and knowledge to

take on more and move up, but you don’t know what your next steps should be. AYB Playbooks

are designed so that anyone currently working in the Skilled Trades can jump right in, so you

can fine tune or upgrade your career path.If you are an Upgrader: Use this Playbook to “see

beyond” the day-to-day of doing the job so that you can consider what career options are

available to you and what you may need to do to backfill a missed step or skills and what steps

to take to start being your own boss. If you’re already an entrepreneur and running your

business, use this Playbook to help guide your team members as they build their career and

use it to consider additional steps that can help you drive your business to new heights.There

are no such things as coulda, shoulda, or woulda. If you coulda and shoulda, you woulda done

it.—PAT RILEYAYB Playbooks Are for You, If …AYB Playbooks are designed for those people

who are the exact opposite of the “shoulda, woulda, coulda” kind of people. If you are a person

who just won’t quit when something you want to do and working for get tough, the Skilled

Trades and this AYB Playbook are for you. If you are a person who can commit to a completing

a project—large or small—with an eye for doing high quality work, the Skilled Trades and this

AYB Playbook are for you. If you are a person who wants to take charge of your life and, with a

lot of hard work and perseverance, learn a set of skills that will be in demand for the rest of

your life, the Skilled Trades and this AYB Playbook are for you. If this doesn’t sound like you,

the Skilled Trades and this AYB Playbook are not for you.CHAPTER 2 REPLAYAYB Playbooks

Are for You, If …AYB Playbooks are for you if you are one of the following:» The Newcomers—

those entering the workforce for the first time» The Veterans—those entering the civilian

workforce after their military service» The Restarters—those looking to change or reestablish

their career path» The Upgraders—those already working in or are entrepreneurs in a Skilled

Trade, who want to “take it to the next level”AYB Playbooks are for you, if …» You just won’t

quit when things get tough» You commit to completing projects with an eye for doing quality

workCHAPTER 3The AYB Mental FrameworkYOU ARE AT YOUR BESTwhen your head is

firmly in the game.The biggest mistake that you can make is to believe that you’re working for

somebody else. Job security is gone. The driving force of a career must come from the



individual. Remember: Jobs are owned by the company, you own your career.—EARL

NIGHTINGALEIT ALL BEGINS WITH “YOU, INC.”Wherever you are in your career, I would like

to ask you to look at yourself as a business called “You, Inc.” This is the first element of the

AYB mental framework and it applies whether you are someone looking to start a Skilled

Trades career, or you are a long-time employee. You are “You, Inc.” If your name is “Adam,”

then think in terms that this AYB Playbook is all about helping “Adam, Inc.” be successful.In

Part 2 of this AYB Playbook, You, Inc. will represent you as an employee. You, Inc. has

services to sell: Your skills, experience, professionalism and work product You, Inc.’s clients

pay you for your services: Your employer and customers You, Inc.’s success is built on

execution: Your reputation for high quality workHere is a direct quote from James M., an

excellent contractor and small business owner in Kansas, one of the AYB Subject Matter

Experts that I believe hits the mark 100 percent.Everyone is replaceable. The only way to

become less replaceable is to be better, to work harder and to always be improving your craft.

Don’t be afraid to outwork everyone around you every day, all day long without looking for

recognition. It will come—do not worry. Commit yourself to outwork everyone around you

Commit yourself to improve your Craftsmanship Commit yourself to always deliver quality and

value to your crew, to your employer and to your clientRecognition and all that goes along with

it will come. Why? Simple. It will come because you will have no competition and your

reputation will pay you back many, many times over.This AYB Playbook is, in essence, You,

Inc.’s business plan for success in the Skilled Trades. Developing a business plan before

launching a new business is always an invaluable exercise. For our purposes, we will focus on

the concept that you and your career represent a business called “You, Inc.” and your plan for

success is this AYB Playbook.In Part 3 of this AYB Playbook, we will discuss how you can

launch a small business as a self-employed Craftsman. At that point, I will ask you to broaden

your definition of “You, Inc.” to include you being self-employed and growing your new small

business.
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